


































































Item Definition Specified value
Type	I	error	(⍺) The	probability	of	falsely	rejecting	H0 (false	positive	rate) 0.05
































Item Definition Specified value
Type	I	error	(⍺) The	probability	of	falsely	rejecting	H0 (false	positive	rate) 0.05







Variation Variability	in	the	outcome	(SD	for	continuous outcomes) 5	mmHg
Sample	size	formula*
• 𝜇# − 𝜇% is	the	MCRD
• 𝑍' is	the	quantile	from	a	standard	normal	distribution
• 𝜎 is	the	common	standard	deviation
𝑛 ≈ 2 𝑍#,-. + 𝑍#,0 .𝜎.𝜇# − 𝜇% .
*based	on	a	two-sided	test	assuming	𝜎 is	known	
Sample	size	calculation



































































































• A	post	hoc power	calculation	is worthless
• Instead	report	effect	size	+	95%	CI
Thanks	for	listening
Any	questions?
Slides	available	(shortly)	from:	www.glhickey.com
I	need	more	
power,	Scotty
I	just	cannae do	it,	
Captain.	I	dinnae
have	the	poower!
Statistical	Primer	article	
to	be	published	soon!
